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·senate Finances Dismissals Hit By CAC
Vote This Week Demonstration Planned F·or Friday
Thursday and Friday there will
be a special referendum concerning Student Senate finances. The
referendum is included on a ballot
being held to fill a vacancy on
Student Senate. The voting will be
conducted in the Student Union
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Due to the number of organizations receiving_ funds from the
Student Activity Fee, the Senate
says it is necessary to find an alternative to the present system of
allocating
monies. At present,
each organization presents a budget, and funds a.re allocated on the
basis of need and availability.
The four proposals which the
Senate offers on the ballot are:
1. To raise the Activity Fee
$10.00. If this is accepted the Student Activity Fee will go up to
$50.00.
2. Student Funds support those
organizations that serve a majority of the students. These are
Anchor, Janus, Helicon, Athletic
Committee,
Classes, Fine Arts,
Theatre, Student Union Board of
Governors and Student Senate. If
this is accepted, it will exclude
those organizations
which are
classified as special interest or
limited membership. To take effect in 1970-71.
3. Those organizations that are
either classified as special interest
or limited membership receive a
certain percentage of their funds
from the Student Activity Fee
and a certain percentage
from
their respective departments, pro-

Anchor Stolen
The Anchor, symbol of RIC, was
stolen during the night of March
20, 1969. The Anchor was sawed
off of its base, then was dragged
away. Campus police chief Howard Bryer said that the campus
l!!ecurity department
was investiga tihg the robbery.
Reliable sources on campus said
that
this was undoubtedly
a
pledge task for one of the fraternities, and that the Anchor would
be returned as soon as Student
Senate Pr~sident James Macomber issued a statement asking for
the Anchor to be returned.
vided their departments are will-

CAC To Step Up Actions of Campus Demonstrations

Senate President Jim Macomber
comments on propo»ai..

ing to accept them. To take effect
in 1970-71.
4. Maintain the· status-quo, in
which
case all organizational
budgets will be cut.
Senate President Jim 'Macomber, commenting on these proposals stated that he. firmly supports
proposal two.
"There is no reason for a group
of ten or twenty students to get
money from Student Activity Fees
to support their particular interest in something- as limited· as say
math, biology or psychology. The
Student Activity Fee should be
used first for those activities
which are open to the entire student body in fact as well as in
theory."
Concerning the other proposals,
Mr. Macomber said that a raise
in the activity fee would provide
adequate funds for next year's
budgets, and possibly those for
1970-71, but after that the activity fee would continue to rise until the number of organizations
supported by Senate is restricted.
Proposal three would be workable
for the Senate provided that the
departments
would be willing to
subsidize these limited interest
groups. Should proposal four be
voted, every organization
would
have their budget cut, for "there
simply is not enough money to
go around."
Mr. Macomber stated that with
the acceptance of proposal two,
those activities which are all ·college would have their quality
greatly increased, thereby benefiting the entire college community.

Anchor'& Away?

The Campus Action Committee
plans to hold "a day of mourning"
in honor of the teachers who have
been dismissed from RIC on Friday.
Spokesman for the group, Sheldon Mossberg, said that the demonstration would take the form of
"a mock funeral."
The CAC was formed earlier
th!s year by several RIC students,
and is currently in the midst of a
membership drive, which has been
termed "very successful" by Sheldon Mossberg. The current membership is around 200 people, with
600 other students pledging support.
The - CAC, according to Mr.
Mossberg, approved a list of five
proposals
which
they
believe
would help make RIC a better
school. These proposals are an
immediate curriculum revision, an
end to de facto segragation
at
RIC, autonomy for student publications, a student voice in teacher
dismissals, and support of American Federation of Teachers, AFLCIO.
Mr. Mossberg went on to explain two of the points. "De facto
segregation is very real at RIC.

We have only about 15 Black students here. We believe more efforts should ibe made to try and
get black students to attend."
When asked why the CAC supports the A.F.T. instead of the
A.A.U.P., Mr. Mossberg said that
"the A.A.U.P. on this campus is
a rubber stamp of the administration. If has been an effective force
on some campuses, but it is not
one here."
Mr. Mossberg also said that the
CAC plans "to step up its actions
in the area ·of on campus demonstrations." He also said that the
administration
was not going to
be notified as to when demonstrations were going to take place on
campus. "They can read about
them in the Anchor."
Mr. Mossberg noted that the
CAC was going to run candidates
for every office in the upcoming
student
elections. These candidates were going to run on a
platform based upon the CAC's
five proposals. "We are going to
give the students a chance to
vote on issues, not personalities,"
according to Mr. Mossberg. He
also added that "the CAC plans to
hold rallies to get the students to

vote." He further stated that "the
CAC is going to run a type of
campaign which will be new to
RIC. This program will include
debates on issues. We intend to
give the students an alternative to
voting for a personality. We will
give him a chance to vote on issues."
"The students of RIC are not
apathetic," according to Mr. Mossberg. "They will get together to
work for meaningful change. The
students know what is wrong with
the school, and they are willing
to work for this change. I believe
that the idea that apathy exists
on the RIC campus is a myth. If
the students ,are given a chance
to work for the betterment of the
school they will leap at the opportunity. We hope to give them this
chance."

Students For
Responsible
Action Formed
The

by BERN!E DULUDE
Students for Responsible

Action is a newly formed organization which hopes to present an
alternative to the politics of instant
change
offered
by the
Campus Action Committee. The
from Mr. Overbey that the ColSRA believes that change is neclege seek to put a television set
essary at RIC and more imporin the Student Union and to try
tant is willing to work for that
to provide a new television set in
end, however, they are not willing
Thorp Hall since none was proto resort to the tactics of intimivided originally.
dation and threat of force, such
4. The
following
electrical
as the CAC advoca_tes and has emequipment is not allowed in the
ployed.
student rooms or Suite Lounges:
The SRA has had two informal
Sun Lamps or Infra-red
bulbs,
Coffee Pots, Toasters,
Cooking meetings, attended by some ten
Utensils and Irons. All ironing students and several facu}ty. Two
must be done in the Laundry of the students are on committees
room. Coffee or hot water is to be at this College which are charged
and making
prepared on the hot-plates pro- with investigating
for
change.
vided in the Laundry rooms. Any recommendations
student desiring to have his or her They are Alice Gibney, who is a
iron must leave the iron with the member of Dr. J. Stanley LemDormitory Director. Upon using mon Committee on Student Parthe iron, it must be returned ticipation and Tony Milano, who
to' Dr. Patrick
afterwards to the Dormitory Di- is an alternate
O'Regan's
Curriculum
Revision
rector's suite.
5. Students will be held respon- Subcommittee.
The basic belief of the students
sible to cover the cost of any
the most meaningful
damage resulting from fire or im- is that
change can be brought
about
proper use of an iron.
6. The College reserves
the through a vigorous effort to make
right to inspection of the students the existing machinery of change
rooms and the dormitory lounges function effectively and as quickly
possible. As their
at any time in order to be certain as rationaly
that the maximum standards of name might suggest, this is responsible action.
safety are being promoted. ·
7. Any appliances or equipment
It was decided that if the acwhich are not permitted will be tions of the SRA are to be repreconfiscated and students will be sentative
of the student body,
asked to either sent or take the their
numbers
must
increase.
equipment home.
Petitions will soon be available
8. Any infraction of the regula- for students who wish to signify
tions will result in disciplinary support by their signature. Anyaction including a request to leave one who is interested in joining
the Residence Halls.
the cause of the SRA is welcome
May I please ask all students to to attend its next meeting, this
DORM REGULATION
Page 8 Friday at 3:00 p.m. in Mann 257W.

NewDormitory
Regulations
As a result of the recent fire in
Thorp Hall, all dormitory students
received on Wednesday new regulations concerning the use of
electrical
appliances.
Reprinted
below in its entirety, the statement was prepared by the office of
the Dean of Students.
According to our existing Dormitory Handbooks,
the College
has previously stipulated certain
regulations to insure the safety of
our students. As an outcome of
our recent fire, a meeting was
held to discuss our regulations
arid what further action will need
to be taken by the College in order to be certain that we are doing aH that is- possible to avert
fire in our Residence Halls.
I wish rto make known to you,
the following regulations
which
the College will enforce strictly:
1. Only existing wall sockets in
student rooms and suite lounges
are to be used. No multiple sockets are allowed because of excess
power generated.
2. Residence students are permitted the following electrical appliances: Clock Radio, Desk Lamp,
Electric Shavers and Hair Dryers.
A Stereo or Phono may be used in
the Syite Lounge. These are not to
be used in individual rooms and
only one (1) may be played at
any time.
3. No Television sets are allowed either in student rooms or in
the Suite Lounges. Students are
to avail themselves of the Lounge
television sets when they wish to
view a program. I have requested
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BY BECKER

EDITORIALS
· Vote Proposal No. 2
On Thursday and Friday of this week
the student body will in essence determine
the financial future of both the Student
Senate and all campus organizations. Present funds do not meet the needs of all
organizations eligible for money from the
Student Activity Fee. The Anchor wishes
to cast its collective ballot for proposal
two, which would give student funds to
those organizations which serve the entire
college community. We agree with Senate
President Jim Macomber that special interest groups should not receive funds
from the entire student body, but instead
from their respective departments or their
members.
Proposal two would give funds to such
organizations as publications,
theatre,
Fine Arts, athletics and the Board of Governors. In order for any and all of these
to function at their maximum, the funds
must be available. Under the present system of allocations, budgets for these groups

come under close scrutiny, for understandably they require the most money.
Most of these budgets are then cut because
of the lack of adequate funds. The remaining funds usually prove indadequate to
these organizations. Case in point - the
Anchor was forced to request an additional $1355 in order to continue publishing
this semester.
Special interest groups do indeed have
their place on the campus, and meet the
needs of segments of the student body.
However, a raise in the activity fee would
merely postpone the necessity for the restriction of eligibility for Senate funds.
The Anchor stands firmly behind Senate President Jim Macomber in his support for proposal two. It is indeed time
that the Student Activity Fee be used
"first for those activities which are open
to the entire student body in fact as well
as in theory."

Curriculum Revision
An important step in the direction of
student participation in the college was
taken last week with announcement of the
student members on the Curriculum Revision Committee. This committee will
study all aspects of the college curriculum,
and, most important, define the goals and
purposes of .the curriculum. A definition
has long been lacking in the minds of the
tudents,

and thus arises the dissatisfaction

~1ith something which serves no known
purpose, or at least no accepted purpose.
A statement of the goals and purposes
of a curriculum will of necessity be stu-

dent oriented. It appears that the faculty
members on this committee recognize this
fact and -that the student members will
play an important role in this task. The
administration has evidenced its commitment by its willingness to place students
on the committee.
The committee's report is expected in
the fall of 1969, and it is a report that the
Anchor

is awaiting

and hopefully
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Fee Raise Explained
Effective

September,

1969, a against

the best interests

of the

fifty dollar raise in the General students and faculty and the deand op- Fee
will be added to the bill for velopment
of the college." He

timistically - hopeful for a commitment to
students needs, optimistic its hopes will
be realized.

all undergraduate students, to help stressed
the
fact
that
students
meet the budget cut caused by tbe qualified for and receiving finanone million dollar slash to the cial assistance will have this inbudget of the Board of Trustees. crease reflected in their grants
The Budget for R. I. College was and awards, as ,will the incoming
n1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
cut approxim,ately
$240,000,
1111111111111111111111
and freshman
1111111111111111111111
class. He 1111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111
concluded that 111111111
in order to absorb this cut the fee raise is "essential for us
without impeding the academic if we are going to continue to deaspects of the college, the fee velop the college and its proraise was necessary. In an inter- grams."
view with Dr. Kauffman,
he
Sirs,
and five of your last edition were Cain" are excellent works which stated "I regret very much the
his comment, "there necessity of adjusting the fees. I
It is with some trepidity that I hilarious, I'll give you that much substantiate
dare try to contribute to this ven- credit, but shouldn't such pap be isn't one single shred of evidence assume these raises will be effecerable, esteemed, and highly reli- serialized for daytime television which proves that man is instinct- tive next fall unless the legislature were to restore some of these
able weekly, but I do so, confident distribution? It would make such ively violent."
Most sincerely,
funds cut by Governor Licht. I asin the fact that by now, nobody great soap-opera material. Why
sume they will not."
is reading The Anchor anyway, don'_t you run it up the flagpole,
Donald C. Smith
.Assistant Professor
and that my relative anonymity and see who salutes?
The actual cuts in the college
On March 12 the Student Sen"Will John ever forgive James
Department of Art
will remain -intact. I must confess
budget will not affect anything ate allocated
an additional $1,355
* • *
my insecurity. After all, what at- for calling our beloved Lorenz a
academic or any of the education- to the Anchor.
The Anchor,
tention could possibly be g,iven fascist pig?" "Will Paul, Susan, Dear Editor:
al services presently available. It operating on an allocation for
This week the dormitory stu- will, however, delay capital imto meally moderates when left to Shelley, and Dor.is ever become litcompete with a vast array of erate?" "Will young Bernie find dents received a list of regulations provements, and necessitate a cut seven thousand dollars plus adv.ertising revenue, had run out of
friendly fascists and gauche left- the Eugene V. Debs of his choice?" from the Dean of Students. These in the contingency fund.
funds with the publishing of last
ists? But I do have a proposal to Stay tuned for next week's edition regualtions are the result of the
Dr. Kauffman further stated, week's paper. Expansion of the
make concerning your Forum. (I of The Anchor Forum. It should fire in Thorp Hall. They state "Much as I regret the fee
adjust- paper and a rise in actual cost for
feel like the young employee in the be a gas.
that a resident student may only ment, ,and I consider it modest,
the printing the paper were the reaA. McConnell
Listerine commercials.)
use a clock radio, desk lamp, alternative of cutting the
college's sons given for the inadequacy of
shaver,
*
*
and
*
hair
dryer.
Prohibited budget seemed to me to be
After careful analysis of the arthe funds.
on this list are any appliances
tides in your recent Forum, I'm To the Editor:
Last year the Anchor requested
beg,inning to have serious doubts
The recent articles in your pub- such as toasters, sun lamps, and
nine thousand dollars for the budas to the credentials of the various lication which refer to Mr. K. Lor- irons. Also specifically outlawed
get this year. This was cut by last
senators contributing. Pages four enz's "On Aggression" show con- are individual phonographs and
year's finance committee to seven
cern over the issue of violence. It televisions. At any time the ColComing, Wedne-sday, March thousand dollars, a figure which
is obvious the book mentioned, as lege reserves the right to search
19 through Friday, March 28, is proved inadequate. An itemized reCORRECTION
well as other similar currently pop- our rooms and for any infractions
the R.I.C. Industrial Arts dis- quest for an additional $1,355
In an article concerning Mr. ular ones, serves a need to both of these rules there will be display. Under the direction of was sent to the finance comwriter, whom he represents, and ciplinary action.
Wiggin of the Speech-Theatre
John Amalfitaro,
projects in mittee. On Monday, March 10,
About a year ago a small fire
to the reader. Or perhaps suddendepartment, the impression was
w o o d w orking,
architecture,
Joseph Sousa, Editor-in-Chief aply sdentific investigation by the was started by a dormitory supgiven that he was dismissed.
crafts, and power-mechanics,
peared before the committee to
public is on the up-swing? At any plied wall lamp which heated up
The statement should have read
have been set up on the top
explain this request and answer
rate, I would very much recom- over one of the beds and started
that he had resigned and that
level of Adams Libl'.ary. Don't any questions. The finance comone
mend
of
the
that
dormitory
those
professors
supplied
piland
he would be leaving at the end
miss this opportunity to view mittee voted to recommend that
students who have !been impressed lows on fire. What I would like to
of the year. The Anchor would
these fine creations, which con- the Senate allow the Anchor these
with
"On
ask
Aggression"
is
when
read
will
our
the
lamps
and
like to apologize to Mr. Wiggin
stitute a tiremendous effort by additional funds and Senate apworks of Frederic Wertham, M.D. pillows be confiscated?
for the misunderstanding.
our own colleagues.
proved their recommendation
on
"Show of Violence," and "Sign of
Amy Aitkenhead
, '---------------'
the following Wednesday.

Letters to the Editor

Se.nate Allocates

Additional Funds
To The Anchor

ARTS
DISPLAY

THE ANCHOR, THURSDAY,

Billy Budd: A_ Unique
Theatre Experience
by Nancy

Cerep

scenes occur in the second half.
The Trinity Square Repertory The play gives full coverage to
Company's production
of "Billy the drumhead court and the morBudd" is not just a performance;
al problems involved therein. Billy,
it is a creation. Using Herman representing
good, and Claggart,
Melville's short novel as a basis, as evil ,have clashed. The court
director Adriru1 Hall 811d his cast scene reveals Captain Vere as the
pieced this drama together using man in the middle who must make
some dialogue and narration
di- the compromise and the choice.
rectly from the text, a few scenes
Melville buffs who see the mysfrom another Melville novel White tery of Claggart's malice as the
Jacket, and some original dialogue heart of the novel will be disapand action. The result is more pointed. This issue is merely sugth811 a play; it is 811 experience in gested in the play. They might
total theater
a specialty of also take offence with the addiTrinity's.
tion of some dialogue that implies
One of the important
factors a homose:,..'Ual tendency in Clagcontributing to the success of this gart.
ch811ges
However,
these
production as a theater experience might well be overlooked, since
is the set. The stage, and at least the director's
stated
intent
is
half of the auditorium itself, is a truth to the author rather than
magnlficent replica of an eight- strictly to the novel.
The individual actors are exeenth century mru1-of-war. Actors
run, dance, shout, 811d sing in the tremely well suited to their roles.
Taylor
is absolutely
aisles and everywhere
in the Timothy
charming as the Handsome Sailor.
theater. During one particularly
exciting scene, when the H.M.S. His bright blue eyes, golden hair
Indomitable sights a French frig- and quick smile shine with goodate 811d gives chase, sailors charge ness and innocence. Brad Sullivan
about in noisy confusion and C811- as Claggart rieed only glare at the
sailors and one can
nons are fired into the audience trembling
with nerve shattering
realism. read the evil in his heart. Clinton
And finally, to bring home the Anderson as Captain Vere is as
horror 811d moral implications of kind and stern and ambiguous as
Billy's execution, he is actually Melville intended.
This very original production is
strung up in full view of the audience and left swinging there for a straJ1ge potpourri of bustling,
booming, singing, d811cing, draseveral agonizing moments.
yet
Physical involment is insured in ma tic action, and narration;
this production, particularly in the the result is a thoroughly interestfirst
half. The mind stirring ing play that excites the senses.

Review

''Lizzie
by Jo Coleman

Those
attending
the
Spring
Dance Concert, last Friday and
Saturday night, were treated to
an excellent program of entertainment.
The outstanding
presentation of the program was an
experiment
in combining medias
in the double treatment of "Lizzie
Borden," choreographed
by the
program's Artistic Director, Fannie Melcer. After a very effective
telling of the story of Lizzie Borden through traditional
modern
d811ce, the essential elements of
the story were recreated in a combination of dance, film 811d sound.
The counterposing of the dancing
figures of Barbara
Aiken and
Carol Berti, in the roles of the
Borden sisters, against Dr. Melcer's close-up color film of the two
- often matching the dancers on
stage carefully with their image
on film, at other times separating
the two media and running them
- was a very
at juxtaposition
successful experiment
and demonstrates the great potential for
innovation which dance has always shown.
The set and costuming recreated what is now the legend of
the Massachusettes
maiden said
to have murdered her mother and
her step-father
with an ax. The
first sequence was austere, effective dramatic narrative while in
the second there were vivid simultaJ1eous assaults on the senses
through the addition of motion
pictures, tense bursts of electronic
sound, a background of taunting
children's voices ("Lizzie Borden
took an ax and gave her mother
forty whacks. When she saw what
she had done she gave her father
forty one"), and the appearance
on screen of the actual ax and
bloody head.
The Spring program offered a
further example of innovation in
d811ce with "Today's Folk" in
which three pairs of partners
danced brief, light sets interpreting the moods and lyrics of the
on-stage folk singer, Ken Lyon,
his twelve-string
guitar,- banjo,

Faculty
Promotions
Announced
At their meeting of March 10,
the Board of Trustees of State
Colleges, upon the recommendation of Dr. Kauffman, approved
the following faculty promotions:

/reappointed he must be informed
at least three months in advance
of termination, except that at the
end of he third year, if it is known
that the instructor
will not or
From Associate to
cannot be promoted at the end of
Full Pr-0fessor
the forth year, the instructor must
be informed of this fact before he
Dr. Kenneth Lewalski, History
sings his fourth year contract.
Mr. Angelo Rosati, Art
Any instructor
who remains
From Assistant t-0
through the fourth year with the
Associate Profess-Or
assurance of reappointment at the
Mr. Paul Anghinetti, English
end of that year, must also be
Dr. Donald Averill, Philosophy
assured of promotion to an assistMiss Rita Bicho, Music
Dr. Paul Chasse, Modern Langu- and professorship effective at the
beginning of the fifth year."
ages
In a statement to the ANCHOR,
Dr. Kauffman
Mr. John DeMelim, Art
noted that Mr.
Mr. Henry Mccutcheon, Biology Raboy had not been told before
Miss Patricia Moore, Physical Education
he signed his contract
for the
1968-69 year that he would not
Dr. Norman Pyle, History
be promoted and thus, in accordDr. Norman Smith, History
ance with the Faculty M811ual, at
the end of this, his fourth, year
Dr. Raymond Smith, Music
Dr. William Small, Elementary he would be promoted from InEducation
Dr. Jeanette Tamagini, Counselor structor to Assistant Professor.
Education
From Instructor to
Assistant Pr-0fessor

Mr. Louis Boisvert, Henry Barnard School
Mrs. Grace Ervanian, Henry Barnard School
Giardino,
AudioMr. Anthony
Visual Services
Mr. Barry Green, Physical Education
Mr. William Kiley, Mathematics
Mrs. Shirley Mullingan, English
Mrs. Mildred Nugent, Henry Barnard School
*Mr. David Raboy, Social Sciences
Mr. John Taylor, Physical Education
Mr. Robert Viens, Physical Science
*In its section concerning Promotion of Instructors, the Faculty
Manual states:
"Tf the instructor
is not to be

811d kazoo. As with the use of
film in "Lizzie Borden,' this use
of a "live" but unexpected entertainer from another art and craft
heightened
one's sense of both
dance
and
folk
performance.
While this might have interferred
with the very distinctive
811d
concentrated quality of traditional modern dance, as part of a program they were successful and
rewarding.
There was, in 8110ther presenta-

Applications
ForR.I.C.Up

The number of applicants seeking admission to Rhode Island
College this fall is close to 13
percent over the same time in 1968
according to' a report released today by Frank A. Bucci, director of
admissions at RIC.
Formal application
procedures
have been completed by 2,177
candidates thus far as compared
to 1,922 at this time last year.
The increase is both in the number of high school seniors applying
for the class of 1973, up 9 percent,
and the number of transfer applicants, up 20 percent.
The majority of applications are
for the elementary 811d secondary
education
programs.
New aca-
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demic majors in art education,
music
education
and
medical
technology have been requested
by 142 C811didates.
The college plans to enroll a
freshman class in September of
825 students, double the number
enrolled in 1962 and 15 more than
last fall. More than 225 transfer
students are expected to be enrolled this September
compared
with 179 a year ago.
Applications
will be accepted
through
late spring with Mr.
Bucci estimating that more than
2,600 candidates will have been
considered for admission by that
time.

Borden''
tion, something of the same effort
to enrich d811ce through use of
another craft and art. But ''Brave
New World" was less successful.
Gene Hall choreographed
this
dance and did succeed in bringing
a quality of stylization with the
figures moving like atonmatons,
formal and mechanical, and the
d811cers' bodies thrown in shadow
on the background. The dance was
characterized
by a series of very
carefully controlled formal patterns and figure arrangements.
The objection, if one is to be
made, would be to the choice of
literary
material
for adaptation
to dance. Last year, Hall chose
Medea for a formalized, ritualized
interpretation;
and again
this
year he has selected material
which lends itself to a symbolic
formality. The dance was layed
out with very considerable skill,
but lacked excitement.
As with
Medea, so with Huxley's novel;
they C811be rendered or interpreted or adapted but cannot be tr=lated into something quite unique
811d original before our eyes. Thus
we miss one of the particular contributions of modern dance: to be
and
able to witness construction
creation.
"Encounters"
was the offering
presented by Guest Artist Clay
Taliaferro. Judy Roberts - who
also performed an excellent lead
role in "Brave New World" danced the lead with him. They
gave the audience a sense of the
joy of dance. The idea of a Guest
Artist seems an excellent one, enhancing a program which has already established
itself as the
most professional annual offering
at Rhode Island
College, and
should be continued.
Taliaferro
also choreographed the dance in a
manner conventional but effective.
In a portion of "Encounters" Part
III, two other male d811cers from
the troup, Fennessey and Finnley,
did a particularly
effective series
of movements in unison.
"A Plum, a Pear, and a Pommegranite are Fruit" was a lovely,

II

lyric, fluid, brief piece offering a
contrast to ,the rest of the program and giving a quality to the
program which would have otherwise been missed - lovely girls
with an extremely graceful, fluid
movement of bodies and colors.
Lighting, staging, and most of
the music background were professionally handled. The dancing
throughout was very good, some
of it exceptional especially those
who have been with the troop in
past concerts (Barbara Eno, Barbara Aiken, Nancy Nielson, Kevin
Fennessey).
William Finley is a
particularly
fine addition to the
troop working very well as part of
the pattern in a group and with
fine, distinct presence when dancing a special role.
"Time + 7" was repeated from
last year and possibly ought not
to have been. It seemed to have
lost some of its impact even for
the dancers.
The Rhode Island College Dance
Company is perhaps the one outstanding activity of the college.
All schools seem to have more or
less competent ball teams, all produce plays of some merit sometimes, all have some academic
standing, although, as with RIC,
often not much. But no small college in the country is able to create a dance program of the consistent quality of this one. It is
quite remarkable.

"TO ·SUCCEED
YOU

MUST

SPEED READ"
See

Mrs. H. W. Williams
STUDENT CENTE_R
Room 206

Senate Report

The possible fate of at least 11
campus organizations will be decided by the RIC student body according to action taken at the last
Student Senate meeting.
Overturning
a previous action
which had excluded several "special interest"
organization
from
Senate Funds after 1970, the Senate voted to place the issue of access to funds by groups before the
student body in a referendum set
for this week.
According to a projection of
funds requested
as opposed to
funds available, the Senate predicted that the current allocations
practices would not be sufficient
in coming years:
Four alternative proposals will
be on the ballot which is scheduled for Thursday
and Friday
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Student Union.
The campus organizations which
face a possible end of funding by
student senate are, the art club,
the biology club, the Chalktones,
the choir, the debate club, the
math club, the dance club, the
psychology club, the ski club, the

II

veterans association and _the wind
ensemble.
In other Senate action, April 23,
24 and 25 were set for the election
of senators for 1969-70. April 23
from 3-4 p.m. has been set aside
for students to meet senate C811didates in the ballroom of the
Student Union.
In discussing the closing of the
night program at the Walsh Center, the Senate voted to ask Mary
E. Mines, chairman of the physical education department to reinstate
the
evening
recreation
policy. Poor support on campus
had been given as the reason for
caJ1cellation.
Also debated was the issue of
payment for editors of the Anchor.
The senate was in general agreement on payment in principle but
offered alternatives such as a Student Senate scholarship of monies
for the special talent funds to direct salary payments. No action
was taken.
Paul Orlando, representing
the
sophomore class and Linda DiFazio from Thorp Hall have been
elected to the Senate.
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SRA Challenges CAC

have not charity; to toil like a
galley- lave to realize those changes is far more realistic
and
the most direct means to achie,·e
them. It is assumed that the Campus Action Committee is fully prepared to make uch a contribution.
If, however, the CAC plans to
employ
ome e.."\.-tra-institutional
mean
to get curricular reform,
they have again neglected to mention what those means are.
In relation
to the proposed
pa . fail
j tern,
everal poin
needs clarification. If one were instituted, such as the CAC suggests,
would it not invalidate necessarily,
the entire system of quality points,
and cumulative indices which are
CAMP S ACTION CO:.\DIITTEE associated with the pre ent letterAre yo-ii au:are of the de facto grade system?
Under pass/fail,
segregation at RIG'!
there would exist no viable to plug
Awm·e of the censoi·ship of sttwent into the formula presently u ed to
pttb1ications'!
arrive at a studerit's performance
Are yozi sick of taking too many rating and academic standing too shallow courses'!
his cumulative index. Why then
Am yo-it fed up ·with having your does the CAC specify 12 credit
evaluation
of teachers ignored hours or any number at all? Preand perz:ertedi' Are you angry sumably they have the details all
about exploitation 'try the Book- worked out, but they have kept it
store'! Do dorn-. cw·fews and r-eg- to themselves.
ul.atio-11s f.11terfe1-e with your
A few remarks about the presyom· social lifei'
ent s, tern before we proceed furJOIN
ther. Implicit in the letter-grade
CAMPUS ACTION COMMITTEE
system i the a umption that perTo assist and support
fromance, grade-wise is an acunited student action
curate measurement
of learning.
,_. __ T_HE CAMPUS ACTION COM- Mot anyone who has danced on
;_..,._;::.L·EJE
T AND
FOR:
the academic stage will tell you
1. Immediate cw·1'iculwn revis-ionl I that this is not necessarily true - Pa.ss/fail gradi11g fo1· required that the system i far from being
courses
completely reliable. Similarly, the
- In.sti-tutio-11 of
a 12-lwur ranking aspect of the letter syscourse lo-ad
tern - that a student with A's has
2. End of de facto segregatio11 at learned more than a student with
the college
B's, is also not nece sarily true.
3. Auto11omy for student publicaThese things point out the int-ions (No Advisors)
herent weakne s of tl1e letter4. Sttwent i-oice in faculty dismis- grade system; that it is not neesal
es arily a valid measurement of a
5. Snpport of American Fedemtion student's actual learning. The letof Teachers, AFL-GIO
I ter sy tern does this by displacing
THE C.A1.1PUS ACTION COM- the value from learning itself and
MITTEE
OPPOSES THE OP- places it on competitive perform-.
PRESSIO
OF STUDENTS IN ance. Although performance idealALL AREAS OF COLLEGE LIFE ly should be commensurate
,vith
* * *
learning, this is not always tl1e
POINT ONE
ca e.
Though enticing, the proposal
The merit of a pass/fail system
for "Immediate Curriculum Revi- lie in the fact that the emphasis
sion" which appears on the docu- is placed 011 a student's learning
ment circulated by the Campus as it is assessed by hi instructor.
Action Committee, bears close e..x- In both systems the indi\'idual
amination. The petition is designed teacher make some kind of evalto inform the student of the CAC's uation of the individual student,
goals; yet by making very general but in the pa s/fail system evalustatements, does not give a clear ation is not formed on a mathpicture of precisely what the CAC ematical basis. This points out the
is seeking. The two areas men- sensitive, if not crucial area of the
tioned under this point of curric- pass, fail system; whether an inulum - a pass, 'fail system for re- structor can validly asses a stuquired courses and institution of dents learning 011 a non-objective
a 12-hour course load - are am- (numerical or arithmetic)
basis.
biguous as they are stated and It is safe to ay that, because tlie
have a number of consequences pa s. 'fail system lodge the value
which the CAC neglects to men- in education where it ought to
tion.
be - on learning - it will benOne disconcerting is ue should efit the student with high-motivabe mentioned before proceeding. tion. This is not to say that such
It is the business of immediacy. a tudent would not do "well" unThe CAC seems to have overlooked der the letter system, but because
the fact that change within a the learning he has gained from a
bureaucratic institution is a labor- cour e will be tran lated numeriously slow process which requires ically which precipitates the disa vast amount of work. To speak placement of value I have menof instant change, to borrow from tioned, the system adds a dimenthe Good Book, to speak with the sion of pressure for performance
tongues of angels and men and which in no way actually serve
The. newly formed SRA has challenged the CAC on the points outlined in the CAC petition. The
SRA contends that the allegations
by the CAC are totally false
and or misleading. It is the purpose -0f the RA to make the student aware of these inaccuracies
and to offer them an alternative
to the irresponsible actions of the
CAC.
The SRA maintains that the
proposals or accusation made by
the CAC are ,•ague and without
adequate sub tantiation. The SRA
therefore, wishes to make known
the truth behind each of the five
points outlined by the CAC:

The value of a reduction in
learning and may even be a detriBut there is another con "derpreparations per semester is rela- ation which also must be made bement to it.
Unfortunately, the student with tively simple. If a student does not fore you can charge de facto eglittle interest in learning, one who have so many courses to work on. regation. and that i a failure by
wants to get by with C's, will per- he ideally, will be able to concen- the administration to racially balhaps find it more difficult under trate more on the four he has. ance the school
pas /fail. Since he cannot or will Each educational
e>q>erience will
Consider, then, the tate ponnot gauge his learning himself, but be a fuller one the tudent sored pre-matriculation
program
is content to let his C's speak for would sacrifice diversity of learn- which inYoh-e the three state supthemselves, he will be robbed of ing for inten ity of it. I'm ure the ported institutions. Person in this
this comforting
feedback. Also, CAC meant to say this, but it mu t program are promised placement
since he will probably be a con- have slipped their mind.
in one of the three state institufirmed
"coaster"
Bernie Dulude
or marginal
tions plus full cholarship fund .
worker, his professor, if he has
POINT TWO
Above and beyond that, RI.C. has
anything on the ball, will give him
During the latter part of the established a pecial
cholarship
a grade of Fail.
week of March 17th, the Campus fund for 20 additional
tudents.
I was wondering what the CAC Action Committee
circulated
a Besides the pre-matriculation promeans by a pass/fail system for statement of their goals to which gram there is also the Upward
required courses? Are not the en- they asked that students sign their Bound program. Through this protire 126 or 128 (depending in which names thereby giving support to gram Rhode I land College in concurriculum you reside) required in the CAC's goals.
junction with the federal gO\·ernone way or another? Although we
One of those points, an end to ment works with the tudents in
don't know, we must assume that de facto segregation, is probably the high school, with RI.
offertheir pass/fail system will be an one of the mo t irre ponsible ing assistance to 30 more tudents
all or nothing proposition. Giving charges e\'er laid against Rhode than the quota set b the Federal
them the benefit of the doubt, let Island College. Segregation
sim- gO\-ernment.
us applaud them. A partial pass ply does not e..'\'.istat RIC whether
It would indeed seem somewhat
fail system would almost be fated it be de facto or otherwise. But prudent tl1at the Can1pus Action
to function poorly; indeed when what is even more appalling than Committee do a little in,·estigating
one wa instituted at Brown Uni- the charge of de facto segregation before they tart flapping their
versity recently, that proved to is the fact that a number of stu- mouths and putting their pens to
be the case. The question is wheth- dents distributing the statements
paper. The final say in any truger there will be pre ure for grades did not know what de facto eg- gle to attain
tudent recognition
or none at all. It would take a regation is.
re ts with the tudents, and it
student of celestial motivation to
Simply stated, de facto egrega- would certainly behoove you (the
really work hard and learn in a tion, is a form of integration that
tudent of RI.C.) to think twice
pass/fail course, while he has to falls somewhat short of full legal before you ign your names or
get-a-grade in another. Realistic- recognition. That i , full integra- giye upport to the obviously irally speaking, the student would tion of public institutions
by pop- responsible and bogu
tatements
be working against such a ba - ulation ratio does not e.xist. The of the C.A.C.
Gary Randolph
tardized system if he gave equal charge made by the CAC then
POINT THREE
emphasis to courses under both amounts to something of this naIt has been alled,,,aedby the A.C
systems, when only performance ture:
the negro population
of that the Anchor is a cen ored, nonis really important in one. It is Rhode Island constitutes between autonomous ne\\ paper. These alnot impo sible, in this best of all 2 and 2 _ per cent of the entire legations are totally false and
possible worlds, to find students state population; based on this fig- ,\ithout foundation.
with a desire to learn a ubject ure RIC should have a negro popThere appeared in the
!arch
so much, it hurts, but they are few ulation of between 2 and 2½ per- 13 is ue of the Anchor a letter of
and far between. In order to allow cent. There are appro.ximately resignation from the Forum
taff
the system to function ideally, it 3,000 undergraduate
students en- who are, incedentally, the leaders
must be universally employed.
rolled at Rhode Island College, of tl1e CAC. The letter contained
As I have mentioned before, the therefore, based on the population an "ob cenity" which was printed
proposal for a 12-hour course load ratio of blacks to non - white
in full. If there had been censoris omewhat unclear. Once again, in the state, there should be be- ship the word
would ha,•e been
some other information mu t be t\ een 60 and 75 negro tudents deleted. To print the word
,
, at
filled in. It could mean almost any enrolled
as undergraduate
at the lea t, poor taste. Howe, r in
possible combination of number of RIC. The fact remains, unfortun- order to end the myth of censorcourse between 1 and 12 and a ately, that there are considerably
hip the letter remained in its
corresponding
amount of credit less than 60 negro tudents en- original tate. It must be realized
hours between 1 and 12. More rolled at RIC.
that to -ome readers such words
probably, however, the Campus
It is quite possible in face of the are offensh·e and are not a nece Action Committee is speaking of nun1eri-cal facts invoked, that ome sary part of a college tudents
vofour courses, with the traditional person or person could say that cabulary.
3 credit designation. The state- de facto egregation does e..'\'.istat
A further
tatement of non-cenment is a muddled attempt to say, Rhode Island College. But fo do o sorship
i' best known to the for.mit seems to me, that RIC students would be and is a total~ irre pon- er Forum
taff its lf. At no tin1e
should not have to make so many sible statement.
did they undergo censorship of
preparations - take different subAs was mentioned
previously, idea or personal feeling which
jects - in one semester. It mat- the
egro population of the tate wer den101 -trated in their artite.rs little what credit designation is bet\veen 2 and 2½ per-cent. Of cles. This fact ha~
bYiously slippeach course is given. The problem that 2 to 2½ per-cent
percent ed their minds. They eem t be
as I have said, is one of prepar- live in the city of Pro,•idence. as free-wheeling
\\ith their accuations.
Within the Providence school sys- ation
a they are with their
The present figure of successful tem 22 per-cent of the tudents vulgarity.
credits earned for graduation av~ enrolled at the elementary level
The allegation of n n-autonomy
erages out to about 16 per seme - are negro, 11 per-cent of the stu- is equally
as much of a j k . Th
ter, or a little better than 5 prep- dents at the high
chool level Anchor, like all oth r organizaarations. Under the CAC system, are negro and of all the students tions
who recei e a enat allocaeach student would be required to in Providence slated to graduate
tio~ i reguired to haye an ad\"ismake only 4. Since it has been this June there are only 147 blacks
or. The Adyi or' 1 l in the parsaid that the magical number of amongst them of which only 42
ticular organization i defined by
126 (or ) credits is inordinately are in a college preparetory
the organization itself.
high here at RIC (which amounts course. In other words there are
The Anchor' advi or i a nonto some 42 different preparations),
not enough eligible graduating ne- voting men1ber of the Editorial
the CAC is to be lauded for what gro students to meet the mininmm
Board and is called upon onl~ for
they almost said, the reduction of requirement for Rhod Island Coladvice concerning the mechanic
that figure to some 32 prepara- lege, not to mention U.RI. and
of the pap r, or of a , tor~, and in
tions.
RI.J ...
:SRA
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SRA
(Continued from Page 4)
matters of liable. The policies of
the paper and its content is totally
up to the Editorial Board. The
paper is, therefore, what the students want it to be. If this is not
autonomy then perhaps the CAC's
next task should be to rewrite
Websters'.

Joe Sousa
POINT FOUR

The student body has a powerful voice in faculty dismissal or the potential for one if we
choose to exercise it. What is
needed is a well-coordinated
process of evaluation by whlch all
members of the faculty, and not a
random sampling of a vulnerable
few, are evaluated by their department
chairman
and departmental peers on their competence
and by their students on their effecth-eness.
The present method of evaluation is, at best, slipshod. All departments
must be coordinated,
all basing their evaluations on the
same criteria. Nei th er faculty nor
students can afford to leave these
evaluations
to whimsy or allow
them to become arbitrary.
Decisions must be made as to the structuring of this process. Are evaluations to be anonymous? Are they
to be mailed? Are they to be distributed by the faculty or by the
chairmen? Is 'an independent student evaluating process feasible?
Each of these questions should be
weighed and answered by students
and faculty alike. Mutual cooperation between students and faculty
should result in a workable systern of evaluation from which the
college community
will benefit.
Rather than demand a voice in
faculty dismissal {a negative pro-posaj:4£
ever there was one), we
should capitalize on those opportunities already open to us to
-broaden the plane of our involvement through respollSiole action.
Alice Gibney
POINT FIVE

the
The conflict confronting
teachers of Rhode Island College
concerning faculty governance had
its genesis in the Fall of 1967.

Public Speaking
Contest
On Thursday evening, May eight
the RI.C. Debate Society will
conduct
a persuasive
speaking
contest. Any RLC. student who
wishes to compete should contact
Professor Philip C. Joyce in J\,fann
U8E, by A_pril 15th. The contestant should choose a persuasive
to_pic on whatever subject he believes in deeply and would like to
persuade his audience to act on
his point of view. The speech
should be presented from five to
seven minutes. A cash prize of
$50.00 will be awarded to the best
speaker, along with a handsome
trophy.
Prizes will not be limited to the
top speaker. Trophies and correspondingly
appropriate
cash
awards will also go to the second
and third place winners. :Moreover,
the speaker chosen as the most ac. complished by the audience \Vill
receive a bonus cash award.
There off campus public speaking judges v.ill decide the ~ers
of the Persuasive Speech Contest.
Be sure to sign up for the Contest
through Professor Joyce prior to
April 15.
(8)

At that time the American Federation of Teachers, an affiliate of
the Afl-Cio, announced its intention to seek the status of exclusive
collective
bargaining
agent for
faculty members. This situation
was viewed by some faculty members as a threat to faculty participation in the governance of the
college and the "collective bargaining" philosophy of the Federation
seemed to stress a negative rather
than a positive faculty-administration relationship.
In response to. the AFT challenge, the Committee of Concerned
Faculty was formed. This committee attempted throughout the 196768 academic year, to convey to the
faculty the notion of what may be
called individual responsibility and
individual bargaining rights. It is
the contention of this committee
that the interests of faculty members are best served not by an
exclusive
collective
bargaining
agent but rather by the individual
initiative of faculty members and
through established bodies such as
the CouncH of Rhode Island College.
On March 21, 1968. in response
to a request made by the AFT, the
State Labor Relations Board supervised an election in which the
AFT challenge was defeated in a
140-90 vote. The fact that 62%
of the faculty registered negative
responses would seem to indicate
a strong
disapproval
of union
methods and philosophy.
The AFT has pledged that it
will again attempt to gain exclusive collective bargaining
rights
for the faculty after the required
year has lapsed. Meanwhile, that
organization has engaged itself in
a campaign to win additional support for its cause. Whether the
AFT will win in any other election
it requests is not clear since the
Committee of Concerned Faculty
has made a commitment to continue functioning as long as neeessary to inform faculty members
of the merits of individual bargaining rather than collective bargaining.
Cynthia Moniz
______________
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Proposed ncreases In
Student Participation
The Rhode Island College Council received the first partial report from the Student-Faculty
Committee on Student Participation at its meeting March 12. The
callunanimous recommendations
ed for student membership on a
variety
of administrative
and
Council committees
as well as
clarification
and streamlining
of
certain committees.
Adoption of
the recommendations
will require
either a faculty
referendum
in
those cases where the by-laws of
the Council are to be altered or
administrative
action in other instances.
The Committee
on Conditions
and Services, a Council committee
designed to investigate
and seek
remedy and improvement for students and faculty regarding physical facilities and campus services,
will require approval by referenpresently
dum. This committee,
composed of six faculty members,
is to be altered to have two students,· two faculty, and one administrator.
Likewise, the Committee on College Lectures
will

have equal numbers of students
and faculty in addition to a chairman appointed by the President
of the College.
Students have asked to have a
voice in determining policy for the
library, the Student-Faculty
Committee recommended
an advisory
committee composed of three students, four faculty, and the Director of the Library. This recommendation can be carried out by
administrative
action. The Honorary Degrees Committee, a select
committee of four members to aid
the president in considering candidates for honorary degrees, is to
be altered to replace one faculty
member with the president of the
senior class. The Student-Faculty
Committee felt that the committee
h;d to be kept small because of
its sensitive
nature,
retain the
necessary
continuity
(faculty
members serve three year terms),
yet include a channel for student
suggestions. Finally, two administrative
committees
dealing with
college convications
are to be
merged into a single Policy-Mak-

Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities
Five Seniors from RIC have
Honey in Virginia
Wolf)
been named to Who's Who in
3. Officer in R.LN.E.A.
American Colleges and Universi- Ann Sullivan
ties. They were elected by the
1. Class Secretary 3, 4
Sophomore,
Junior
and Senior
2. Omega Chi Epsilon 1-4
classes. They are O-rl:
3. All-College Girl Candidate 4
Virginia. Pat.erno
Jayne Rooney
1. Class Sena tor 3
l. Anchor
2. Omega Chi Epsilon 1.-4
2. Ad Hoc Committee on Stu3. Homecoming
Queen Candident Participation
date 3
teven Jennings
4. All-College Girl Candidate 4
1. Class President 2
Angela Mcllmail
2. BOG President 3
3. RIC Theatre 1, 2
1. President of RHO Iota Chi 4
, - 2. RIC Theatre
4 (Portrayed
4. Modern Dance 1,

ing Committee
for Convocations
and the membership will include
equal numbers of students, faculty,
and administrators.
The Student-Faculty
Committee
on Student Participation
is continuing its deliberations
and will
submit further reports and recommendations concerning such matters as the publications
board,
curriculum
committee,
academic
honesty, and faculty evaluation.
The Molloy petition to the Board
of Trustees has been referred to
this committee
and constitutes
part of its business. Students and
faculty should be aware that the
charge from the Rhode Island
Council
creating
the StudentFaculty Committee was such that
it could consider nearly any appropriate
proposal
on student
participation,
and the committee
members would welcome written
proposals. These can be given to
any of the members. They are
Professors, Robert Comery, Stanley Lemons, Eugene Perry, Robert
Viens, and Philip Whitman; and
students, Kenneth Doonan, Alice
Gibney, Charlene
Hall, Richard
LaFazia, and Jayne Rooney. Other
channels i nclude proposals sent
via the Student
Senate or the
Rhode Island College Council.

Community Services

Committee
A group of Rhode Island College
students, led by senior Alicia Le
Clair, are working to organize a
Community
Services
Committee
Similar committees
on campus.
exist at Brown University and at
the University of Rhode Island.
Several of the students active in
the formation of this committee
have been working as Big Brothers or Big Sisters for Progress
for Providence. It was through Mr.
-Robert La Vallee, a neighborhood
supervisor for the agency, that
they contacted the existing groups
at Brown and URI, to discuss the
organization
of such a group at
RIC.
The students have began by conducting a urvey of RIC students,
preparatory
to presenting
their
proposals to Student Senate and
President Joseph F. Kauffman of
RIC. It is hoped that the Committee will become a standing
committee of the Board of Governors
by September
of 1970,
when
active
recruting
would
begin.
Additional information is available from members of the present
committee:
Ronald
Arsenault,
Valerie Donofino, Janet Wallman,
Nancy Jones, 1\faureen Sullivan,
Gerald Long.

SEND A MOUSE
TO COLLEGE
FOR
CANCER RESEARCH
Only 27c will send a mouse to
be used in research to help in
the fight against cancer.
Don't be a rat! Do your share
to help in the fight.
Mate your contributions at the
Student Center Caf.
Sponsored by Alpha Iota Delta
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College Experience

Dr. Patrick J. O'Regan ca~ uliz , cun·iculum as "the -tudent'
total college e}.-perience. "The infor.mal e.'--perience- as well as the
fom1al." But the present program
·, future-orientated;
its a big
'meantime'.",
while the -tudent''
informal e."\.-perience- are in the
·now' din1en.sion. The tudent has
no definition, is not acknowled{re(},
and is dealt with in terms of potentiality
\\,iile he is lhing
'now.' It is th·- dicl10tomy- that
cau'
the 'irrelevancy'
feelin°.
This eems to me to be a hell of
a way to deal "ith people."
It is the task of the Curriculum
Revision
ub--committee
to in1prove that conditoin. A letter from
president Kauffman'
office for.mally tat ' the charg ' of the
committee:

beI-s: Mr. Ern 't C. Allison, Dr. , •
Archie L. Buffkins, Dr. Raymond
she goe- to lunch and apparently
"'· Houghton, Dr. Kenneth Lewalis unable to place a person in this
ski, Dr. Eleanor ~Ic..\fabon, and Dr.
job to cover her lunch period. As
Russell 1,Ieinhold. tudents workfar as the cleaning of , alsh we
ing are A junior from Liberal
come to a different kettle of fish.
tudies, Bill "iggert and a ophThe Federal Gm·ernment
apparomm-e from Prof ,,·onal
tudies,
en~·
has an intei-e t in this
Anne :McLee. Leslie Canleron Kelthrough the ··work tudy grants"
ly and Tony Iilano ~ sei·,-e as
to de erving athlete . It · not the
altei-nates.
The
Committee
is
direct responsibility of the housepresently meeting weekly but \\ill
keeping department
to maintain
meet daily for six weeks during
cleanline'
at Walsh. It fall undei·
the ummer.
the Athletic
Department.
They
Bill and Anne are equally
haYe the sei-.;ice.s of 5-6 tudents
convinced as Dr. O'Regan tl1at
who are to clean some each day,
there is need for scruitinizing the
and then to give the place a good
pre ent curricular
program
and
overhaul twice a week. ometime
they hope to bring the
tudent'
thi
chedule is interupted
by
point of ,iew to the Committee.
por
events or weekend activiAsked her 1-e ~on.s for yolrmtie . The housekeeping department
teering for the con1mittee, _-\.rule
is required to furnish a upervisor
1. Determi11e fac11lty a11d stuaid, '·There is a gap between
for the twice weekly clean up, de11t vieu:-s and idea 0-11 goal
what the College is offering and ,
however he cannot give orders to mul purposes of 1111dergmd11ate "'hat ·, needed and Bill and I,
the
tudent workers.
In other
cm-ricu:lmn (probably to be ac- throua-h meeting with as many
rd.s, he doesn t do anything, and
co1npli lied fa tlle
p1•ing of studen , as possible
at for.mal
1969
he i powerless to control the help.
-J
meeting~ or m-er a cup of coffee,
We learn that the hou ekeeping
o_ Dern'lope
a
taten,ent
of ~ be able to repre~ent
tudents."
goals, a set of operating pri11ciIn response to the rune qu --,
the housekeeping department.
department is responsible to clean
P~
for ctmi.c111.um design, mul
tion, Bill answei"ed, "It eems to
For a start we contacted Mr. th e place on "-eekends by pecial
a set of boundary roiulitions for me that educational
e."\.-periences
Ricci, the manager
of Central request, \re are not clear what
the s~e of tlle total ctll"l'icuhtm
ought to be releYant to the
Anne :U:cLe-e
th
Linen. He tates th at his company facilities
are provided for
is mid for appropriate
gment , ety that students come from and
400 over e}.'ITB. job.
has lost an estimated
and
1,-eral altel"lwt
, rnt r11ally \\ill 1-eturn to, between fact and -·~----·
the pa.st 10 l-ears due to lost
To complete the circle we can1e ronsi tent mode1'8for genero1 ed- value, and between life and edutowels.. This does not make much back to were we tarted, th e Ph,Y- 11cation 01· common studies.
cation. College begins and ends
ense, but there is no provision in sical ·Education Department
and s. P re e 11 t recommendations,
with people, but that idea has been
his contract for the college to pay this time Bill Baird, Athletic Di- hopefully in the fall of 1969, for
pei-.;"erted. I'd like to help change
for mLc:sing towels. This loss has rector. It appear that he i directthe d.ecisim by the 0UJ"l'lC'ltlmn that."
been absorbed up till now by the ly responsible
for the student
Oo-m,mittee, the Council of Rhode
According to Dr. O'Regan, the
o,-erall contract with the college cleaning job. This is rather a ridiIsl.mid GoUe.ge, tlle President,
'tuden ~ will be largely responsible
which runs about ~o,ooo
per l-ear. culou job for an athletic director
mul, if l18CeSSaJ'Y, the Bom·d of f.or tapping the
tudent body for •
In September of 1
the school to have to oyersee, considei·ing his Tmstees on the goals, pri11ci- its ideas, feelings and opinions. •
year started with a fresh
uppl.y many other duties, but it appears
p1es, boundary
conditions, mul Bill and Anne ha,-e been giYen
of -!00 to'l",-els. The daily record of to be a requirement of the Federal
a model for ge11eral educatio11.
mail bo.xes in Mann Hall, room
exchange
indicates
a present Program.
Exactly how the super- The Committee does have a fourth 375 and encourage
, tudents
to
shortage of some 300 to'i\els or vis r from the house,,~eeping de- charge, which is to estimate the drop them a line, for, as Dr.
1,;;...._.,...,,.,,..,,,--'f'he
policy of Central is to partment fits in hei-e, we can not impact of its recommendations
on O'Regan
tat , it, "A faculty
exchange a dirty towel for a clean report. As far as the tO\\-el situa- faculty needs, space, etc.
committee \\ithout ~tudents would
one, and in theory about 300-400 tion is concei·ned, it would appear
orking with Dr. O'Regan to- basicly waste its tin1e."
hould change hands daily. if they Mr. Baird is indirectl
responsible ward the fulfillment
of the e
Dr. O'Regan added that, in addiare aYailable. Students have pulled for to"·el count and replacement.
charges are six other faculty mem- tion to students and faculty, al- umni, and
me are of the public
fa.st-ones with phony ID Cards, This is an equally ridiculous job 1 ----------------------------re' urses would be tapped in the
which may account for a few of for a person in an e.xecutive posiCommittee'
seeking of informathe missing towels. However, when tion. Thei-e does not appear to be
tion.
there is a special sports event any conb:ol of towels handed out
"There is information
in all
there is no direct control of the after towel room hours, so it falls
by RUDOLF E. HERZOG
A race began to realize how much th se are ! but th ere is more in
count. In passing,
it hould be back on l.Ir. Baird. He tates that
In the continuing RIC Leader- they \\"ere being u ed and wanting ~ome th :m,
m o~ers.
.
noted that the housekeeping
de- during the hours of 11:00 to 1:00 ship
and
Community
Action a better life for their children. To
·'The infori~iati?n w~ ~ from
partment supplies the woman who some
th
500-600
rud
studen
pass
orkshop
Lectures,
Donald E. have a better chance in the world
;;e are
will
us m discO\"erpa.ss out towels and does ome through fue gym each day. For I alters poke at Mann Audi ri- and
~ess the li\'lllg necessiti
ing what'' behind th e mood th at
small cleaning jobs at
al.sh Gym. this population the
need a towel um la.st March 13, from 2-4 p.m. f the other people.
leads. to th e screams for <:J1an.,,ae.
Due t-o Union and Chi! Service in entory of about 1500.
1\Ir.
alters'
topic \, , ''The
Mr. Davis felt that the revolt ~d, 1Il turn, th e -upporta1:i,-e raobli.gation , she mu.st take a coffee
There are two olution.s to the Function
of Dissent and
rban began in Montgromery,
Alabama tionale of ~e present c~ricul~
break at 9:30 and go to lunch towel problem, for one, the stu- Crisis." During the lectm-e
al- in Dec. 1955 when a negi-o woman Before ~eeking ~• ~lutions we \'e
from 12:00 to 12:30. This bas dent can supply his own. The sec- tei-s ran a film entitlnA ''Time Is riding in a bus refu ed to !ri,-e her got to clearly identify th e prob.....,
.
:>
lems.''
cau ed much trouble in the pa.st ond provision which seems to have
ow," a conb.-o,·ersial movie deal- e~t to a white man. This latter
T
illustrate
what he meant,
because
she was not available the m t merit, in olves a pro- ing with the American
Black's triggered off a negro
ycott to D O'R
f used • tt ti
11
when she the majority of students po al that :i\Ir. Baird has had ''in plight in gaining freedom.
the city' transit line. This 1-evult
~- the =eral oceducati:i \:;icu~
01
wei-e passing
through the ID1Ill. the works" for ome time. That is
The film, narrated
by Ozzie 8'.1-o"-edthat the ~ack _people mu-e luro. '".Yhat' behind the idea that
In any eYent, Mr. Ricci contends to charge each tudent an athletic Davis and Rubie Dee, two distin- tired of egregatlo~, 1t was now eYeryone should haYe a t
e f
that the tm\-els are probably in fee, for this he would receive a qui.shed Black actors, e..xplained a or esle.
eyeiything?
It ~eems to m that
the lockers and that he ~ re- towel and nylon net bag at the b.-uggle of an angred race and
Mi Dee tated the Black pea- Ollle of the philosop~- behind this
cover most of the 300. He also beginning of the l-eal". He would the trength of a patience people ple now ha,-e the power to change curriculrml is unan vzed and unstated that no other linen suppliei• be able to have the towel and his waiting for full citizen.ship. M.r. the tim~ with their vot:8. These i-efined. Fore::
iple, presently we
would want to do bu.sin
with equipment
washed
"-eekly
or Davis stated that "the white has vote brmg power and w1th
we.r offer the -ame com -e to attempt
RIC under tl1ese conditions.
more often as required, b a com- alwa~ looked down at the
egro.
me respect. Both the blacks to
tisfy three -tudent moti, _
To follow the maintenance prob- mei"Cial washer and dryer on the In the beginning. the
egro was and the white need to know_ a~ut
tional 1e,:els; you haYe the capti\-e
lems, we talked with :i\Ir. :i\Ioniz, premises. In this case the chool forced to this country and ever Black Beauty. The pa.st with its tudent who take- the course only
head of the housekeeping depart- would own the tm\-els and if the since then been tm·mented and blood and arrow can't be our
to satisfy general education rement. This job involve trying to tudent did not return the towel mistreated. The white man forced mm·row.
quh-ements.
the
student
who
control
and coordinate
persons at the end of the year it would the Black people to wear a public
After the movie l.Ir. "'alters
doesn't know if he'- interested or
who are not only Chi!
ei-.;ice be automatically deducted. Instead mask of lies. The white race show- e.'\.'Pressed that the problems of the not and wan
to in\·estigate, aud
employee
but have union protec- , of a woman to pass out towels, he ed the
egro as a happy CaJ.-efree negi-o is "Profonnd
of today'
you haYe the -tudent wh
-etion as well. For the m t part
uld have a man to take care of individual while deep inside these problems.'' The now or else de- it
the first com~e in the ~erie~
the jobs do not pay much, so they the equipment room,
to"-els people were broken up.''
mands make the eris
of tod~-- to"·ard a major. The
ommittee
attract pei-sons who of a en'li- and run the waslrlng equipment.
The Black race turned towards The cure is uncertain, the disease has got
dis ,·er the rati nale
reired nature. He was troubled This
eems to be a en.sible ar- religion and _God to es~pe their ~aybe deadly.-~
i ~peatthat uppm·ts s methii~ like this."
about the lack of cleanlines at ra.ngen1ent which , uld also get pmblems.
Little
by little
the mg and when diagnosmg an illne
In unuuan.·, Dr. O'Regru 1 said,
Walsh.
The
towel
woman
i athletic equipment cleaned perio- r egro stai·ted to reyolt, hl.r. Davis of a ubju.oaated race one finds it "Our curriculrm1 h , to be able
charged
to his payroll, but she dically.
aid, 'The black man could not to be ''deprh-ement
of di..,,anity." re-pond to different -tudents, e,-en
only does cleaning of the women's
In the meantime, it \\ uld ap- hold on with a faked smile, . • . Fe,-er of human passion bur ' different generati 1
f studen ~
toilets for about an hour a day. pear that the P.E. student .should mu t break out from subjugation, both sides but changes mu t be - if it doesn't it's a d°"eI'\i
t
He has no control m·er the time bring his own towel and broom.
aggression and living in poyert;)•." made on a gradual basis.
the tuden
"
,,11at tarted out to be a simple
e.'-'Ploration of the lack to towels
at "alsh
Gym turned
into a
bureaucratic
nightmare.
There have been complain
on
the part of the tudeuts and the
faculty about the to,;,el ·tuation
for years. It was \,Titten about in
the _,L'\CHOR about two month
ago. -aturally nothing has been
done. This time instead of merely
giipping about the situation
we
decided t tackle it in a more
cientific manuei·. "e fir t talked
to :Miss )fines, head of the Physical Education
Department,
\\·ho
gave u the information
that the
towel upply bas been late and
inadequate f r at le t the pa.st
eight
aIS. At the
rune time we
brought up the related ~ubject of
the filthy condition of the men's
locker room. The supply of to'i\els
apparently was the responsibility
of the contractor,
Central
Linen
Supply. The condition of the locker room was the responsibility of
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Anchormen
During spring vacation, on the
first three days of April, the RIC
baseball team will take the field
for the first time in New York
again t N.Y. Tech., St. Francis of
Brooklyn, and C.W. Post. As the
time draws near there are several
more unknowns concerning the
team's preparedness than usual.
Most of the unknowns
have
little to due with the capabilities
of the players. Most of them are,
in fact due to the snow, which is
only beginning to permit us a
glimpse - and a soggy one at
that - of the baseball diamond.
Asked how this inconvenience
has affected the preparation of bis
players,
coach Dave Stenhouse
said, "Evidently it was simply impossible to have the filed cleared
mechanicly, so we've had to make
due. But rm very pleased with
the attitude of the squad."
For the past five weeks, the
squad has been working in Walsh

vs.
Gym which caused no great problem for the pitchers, but made
fielding and batting practice, of
the usual sort impossible. But
coach Stenhouse has "made do"
and used whiffle balls for batting
practice. Since mo t of the now
has begun to melt, and when tlle
weather ha - cooperated, the pitchers have been working outdoors
to get their arms accu tomed to
the weather.
Saturday eoaoh Stenhouse decided that it was time that everyone
got outdoors, so in the upper parking lot by Walsh he held batting,
pitching,
infield
and situation
practice.
EJ..'J)ressing bis views on the
practice, the coach said, "This
practice might have cost us about
fourteen ball , but we had a good
work-out and we got our money'
worth. I learned a lot today.
Asked wether or not he felt the
team was ready for its first game
he said, 'Tve got confidence in our
pitching, so if we can hold up
defen ively, rm optimi tic about
our chances."
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Bob ''Beaver'' Bayha;
A hlete nT e
by

fourth man on the NE CAC and I like both sports because even
NAIA Di trict 32 Championship though they don't get big crowds,
Cross Country team. "The Beav" they go against big name schools;
takes pride in pointing out that Assumption, Bradies (in track) U.
that team was the first team to Mass., and Central
Connecticut
(in wrestling}."
qualify for Kansa City.
The same type of courage that
In 1967 Beaver was 17th man in
has made him a prominent factor the
Conference
Championships,
to any team he is on, drew him however this year he fell off in his
to R.LC.'s wrestling squad. In his performance, when a ked what he
first year The Beav corned the attributed this to, he flatly tated,
Most Improved Wrestler Award "I lo t interest, it wasn't a team."
wbicl1 is given by tl1e members of
I know well what Beaver Bayha
the team. He also tied with Robby means, for I ran here
at R.LC.
Haigh for the Most Aggregate pins with
him when we won it all and
last year.
posted a thirteen and one record,
This season, in only his 'econd and I ra11 with him on a high
year of wrestling though he post- school team that po ted a record
ed a 7-4 record 'The Beaver was nearly the opposite. Beaver can
undefeated in his regular weight get a lot out of a lo ing season
class of 130, while being at a some- a' long as losing i taken equally
what trength disadvantage at 137 by the whole team. Every team
where he didn't fare quite so well. needs a guy like Beaver Bayha
PART TIME EMPLOYMENT
When asked to compare wrest- and every guy like Beaver Bayha
ling and track or cross country need a team.
MALE OR FEMALE
The Beaver agreed that there are
To a young man entering his
,--------------.
many similarities but cited these last
3 EVENINGS& SATURDA 11
intercollegiate
season
at
RUCIBLE
THE
differences.
"Wre tling's harder, R.LC.,
Congratulations,
Good
$60.00 PERWEEK
A Readers' Theatre presentain that you have to make weight Luck, and Thank You, from a
tion of Arthur Miller's play,
and you can't eat. In wrestling personal stand-point,
and a a
Apply YA KEE MOTOR I N
The Crucible will be given on
you're supposed to be thinking all elf-appointed
representative
of
2081 Pod Road, Warwick
Wednesday and Thursday evethe time, in Cross Country you're R.I.C.
ning, Mareh 26 and 27 at 7:30
not supposed to."
Thursday Evenings, 8 p.m. sharp,
p.m. in Mann Auditorium. There
o Phone Calls Please.
"Right now, I guess Td say I
will be no admission charge.
like wrestling more that track because it' newer; the other rve
IIIUIUIIIIIIUlllllllllllllllllllllmlllUlnlllllllllllllllllllmlllllllllllllllllllllllDDOnllllllllllllilllllllllllllUllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllmlllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUI
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
been doing for eight years.
But
HARL

TOTORO

The time worn cliche of ''Busy
as a Beaver" takes its own special
meaning here at R.LC. In athle-tics Beaver Bayha is the personification of that cliche, for he is a
three-letter man, a rare individual
at R.I.C. in Cros country, Track,
and Wrestling.
''Beaver" was graduated
from
Warwick Veteran' Memorial High
chools in 1965. That senior year
saw ''Beav" be placed on the 1964
Cross Country All tate team. The
following spring the Beaver showed the quality, that makes hlm
an. asset _to any team he is ?n.
This quality ha been labled mte tinal fortitude, "guts" and desire; this ~iter
prefers courage
for tb:'1,tquality. I had the plea~e
of being on the same team wi th
the Beaver, when on courage alone
a young man who due to injury
was having trouble walking but
came from behind to become the
champion; the
1Class A half-mile
young man was Beaver Bayha.
Bob, who hopes to graduate
from R.I.C. in August, "unless the
ational Guards have something
to say about it," tarted his college career at outhwest M'ISSouri
State. He transferred
to R.I.C.
during the 66-67 academic year.
In the fall of 67 Beaver was

Fugitives and

,ZX Tigers Lead
Dorm
Regu
a ions tramura

SPORTS

(Continued fro1u Page 1)
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help us in our difficult task of en-

forcing these regulations. Most of
you are aware of the fire we had
recently, and how fortunate we
were that the damage re ulted to
the building and not in a loss of
life. These rule
are for your
safety and I truS t th at you will
appreciate our concern and help
u to make for safe living in the
dormitory halls.
The Dormitory Directors will be
making inspection prior to the
Easter Rece s. You are asked to
please take home with you all
th o e article- which would be in
violation of these regultiaons.
Thank you.
Dorothy R. Mierzwa
Dean of tudents
On Wednesday evening thee
regulations were di cussed at the
tudent
enate meeting and because of the dissatisfaction of dormitory residents, a enate committee wa formed Resident Assistants from all dorms and the
executive board
of the dorms
have met
eparately and in an
inter-dormitory meeting to d" cuss
these proposals and draw up a et
of viable alternatives.
Two reir
re entative
from each dorm, together with a enate repre entative will meet later this week with
the admini tration in an effort to
make the e propo al more acceptable to dorm
tudents. The
residents main complaints
tern
from the fact that these regulatlon were set up arbitrarily without con ulting the students. The
dormitorie- axe al o going to a k
for an independent inve tigation
of the exi ting electrical facilities
in each dorm, and that the final
report on the cau
of the fire in
Thorp be made public.

Recreation
Program
Temporarily
Dropped
To the 2,950 of you who didn't
know you had a recreation program, or pretended you didn't
know, please note you no longer
have it. To those fifty or o of
you who used the facilities, take
heart, the stoppage i only short
lived.
The recreation program, which
is run by the Physical Education
department has been stopped for
the remainder of this school year.
Due to Mr. Puretz' leaving, which
left the department understaffed,
and to relatively poor attendance,
department chainnan, Miss Betty
Mines saw fit to drop the program.
Miss Mines said when contacted,
"We had thought of dropping the
program before on the basi of the
poor attendence. It is not financially sound to run a program, for
an average of ten students. Then
when Mr. Puretz left our first obligation was to our classes."

~===========================
Lowest Price On Gas

VinnieDuva'sEssoStation
435 Mount Pleasant A venue
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to regular level the department
\vill give the program another try.
Most
likely
such
phraseology
mean , that we tudents have another chance to make the program
go.
Mr. Taylor ha taken this situation before Senate and proposed
the following olutions:
1. That the Board of Governors
in conjunction with the Phys. Ed.
department
continue off-campu
trips.
2. All groups and clubs of a recreational nature pull together to
help take up the slack.
3. Find
pace near the dorms
where a urface could be paved
and baskets put up for outdoor
ba ketball.
4. Look into the possibility of
constructing
the paved area -o
that it could be frozen for skating
in the winter.
5. Look into- the po sibility of
11\reduced rates at Triggs for -tudents, i.e. to have them yield th~ir
identification cards to play at a
reduced rate and then get the
cards back when fini hed.
Whatever the final action i , it
eems to be in the hands of the
tudent , for it appears
that
should a revitalized program begin
in September '69, and meet with
the rousing lack of enthusiasm
(The writer refu e to use the
very appropriate,
but over used
word "apathy") that the past recreation programs have, then a
very worthy program will be lo t
to R.I. . permanently.

In speaking
with Mr. John
Taylor, the director of the now
defunct program, wa a bit pessimistic about its revival, "It will
be dropped tentatively, and probably won't get going until we get
more dorm students, and perhaps
a mens dorm. Our off campus
trip , though expensive have been
highly successful. The Phy . Ed.
department would like to maintain
the program, but we can't get the
upport. We've never been able to
get girl dormie down here, but
they don't seem interested in any
of the activities we offer."
Mr. Taylor gave figure to show
the plight of there recreation program. Day time
essions were
picking up a daily average of eight
students
using
the
facilities.
ightly sessions oared to an average of 15 tudents a night.
Mis M'mes, however stated that
when the taff i brought back
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The Intramural
Ba ketbaJI""°'.s~e-i!!!-~
on i now in it' fourth week.
Thus far there have been few urprises and it appears unlikely that
there will be any major up ets
this week either. The two favorites in League A, the Fugitives
and the ZX Tigers, are in a tallmate for first place with both
clubs porting undefeated record .
These two club' will not face each
other until the la t week of the
season, at which time the league
titli t will be decided. The mart
money eems to be going to Zeta
Chi.
League B i a much more balanced league, though sup
edly
weaker, and the race here appears
more exciting at thi point. The
dirty Dozen II ha a precariou one game lead over four other
team' which are tied for second.
The Dozen has yet to face mo t of
the e clubs and the results of
the e game
should prove e tremely interesting.
The faculty
entrant, the Fat Ca~, ha shown
surprising strength thu far and
may ju t prove to be the team to
watch.
After enjoying , pectatular r<'alized their Impossible Dream of
a league championship, the Hornets have immediate~- ettled into
the more familiar urr0011ding, of
the cellar and appear likely to
remain there.
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